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~e present a model based on chiral SU(3) & SU(3) for the nonleptonic decays of mesons and baryons. The
model is fully gauge-invariant and renormalizable. The basic fields in the model are the spin-1 and spin-0

mesons. All symmetry-breaking effects, including the nonleptonic weak mixings, are achieved through the

spontaneous-symmetry-breaking mechanism. Our choice of the Higgs-Kibble scalars automatically ensures

octet dominance for the nonleptonic weak vertex. Since we find it hard to include baryons in the model, a

phenomenological treatment of the baryon decays, assuming SU(3) invariance of the baryonic couplings, is

presented. In the model we calculate the two-pion and three-pion decays of the kaon, the s-wave amplitudes

for the hyperon decays, and the Ki-Ks mass difference. The results for K~2m and K~3m decay widths are

in excellent agreement with experiment. The slope parameter for the K~37r decay, however, comes out with

the wrong sign. The s-wave amplitudes for the hyperon decays agree reasonably well with experiment. The
estimate for the KL-Ks mass difference is of the correct order of magnitude. K+~m+m decay is calculated by

using the known current-algebra estimate of gm mixing. The decay width obtained by us is rather low. Our
conclusion is that pe mixing alone is not sufficient to explain the K decay. On extending the model to chiral

SU(4) X SU(4), we predict the existence of a component transforming as the 15 representation of SU(4) in the

nonleptonic Hamiltonian. Therefore, the nonleptonic decays of charmed mesons will provide a definitive test
for the model.

I. INTRODUCTION

In weak-interaction phenomenology the non-

leptonic decays have long occupied an important
position. This is due to the difficulty in theoreti-
cally implementing the ~I = z selection rule ex-
hibited by these decays. All the available data on

the nonleptonic decays [excepting the data, on the
(K-3v)-decay slope parametersj satisfy the BI=—,

rule within a few percent. ' The ordinary current
&& current theory (that explains semileptonic de-
cays so well) requires a considerable admixture
of ~I = z in the nonleptonic decay Hamiltonian.
Traditionally the AI= —, rule, or its SU(3) generali-
zation, the octet-dominance phenomenon, has been
explained either by attributing it to the dynamics
of strong interactions, or by invoking the existence
of neutral hadronic currents that do not couple to
the leptons and result in a pure ~I = ~ character of
the nonleptonic Hamiltonian.

During the last few years, the major problem of
the current && current theory, its nonrenormaliza-
bility, has been solved by embedding it, as the
lowest-order phenomenology, in the unified gauge
theories of weak and electromagnetic interactions.
However, the explanation of the octet-dominance
phenomenon still proceeds on the traditional lines.
Many authors have exhibited the dynamical sup-
pression of the AI= & and enhancement of the DI
= & parts of the weak-interaction Hamiltonian, es-
pecially as a consequence of the asymptotic free-

dom of the non-Abelian gauge theories of strong
interactions. ' There has also been attempts to
obtain the pure SU(3)-octet structure of the non-
leptonic Hamiltonian by introducing neutral vector
bosons. ' But in all these attempts to obtain the
nonleptonic decays from the current x current theo-
ry, the predicted decay rates turn out to be an or-
der of magnitude smaller than the actual values. '

Besides these conventional solutions, there is
another way of approaching the ~I = & problem.
One need not insist on the current &&current form
of the Hamiltonian for the nonleptonic decays.
This implies treating the semileptonic and the
nonleptonic processes on different footings. The
DI= & rule is thus looked upon as a basic symme-
try of the nonleptonic Hamiltonian, and not as merely
the design of strong-interaction dynamics or of fortu-
itous cancellations. One must then search for
other mechanisms in the weak-interaction model
that may give rise to an octet-dominantnonleptonic
Hamiltonian. ' In the context of gauge-symmetric
models, Lee and Treiman' were the first to ex-
plore this possibility. Taking an eight-quark ver-
sion of the Georgi-Glashow model, ' they showed that
the nonleptonic decays can proceed through the
Higgs-Kibble scalar exchange, and that this pro-
cess will compete successfully with the vector-
boson exchange (i.e., current && current contribu-
tion) provided the masses of the Higgs scalars are
smaller than or at least comparable to the other
masses in the model. In a realistic model with
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physical hadrons (rather than quarks) as basic
fields, the Lee-Treiman approach requires the
Higgs-Kibble scalar-meson masses to be of the
same order of magnitude as the hadron masses.
This is an unpalatable feature of the Higgs-Kibble
scalar- exc hange mechani sm.

Here we have the objective of showing (i) that a
purely octet-type, renormalizable, nonleptonic
Hamiltonian can be constructed, and (ii) that if this
Hamiltonian were the only term contributing to the
nonleptonic processes, a good fit to most of the
known experimental data can be obtained.

We have ignored all discussion of leptons and
have avoided adding the nonleptonic contributions
of the current x current term that would have
arisen if we had tried to include leptons in our
scheme in any of the known ways. For example,
if we follow the unified lepton-hadron models of
Bars, Halpern, and Yoshimura, ' we shall end up
with W' mesons reproducing the conventional cur-
rent &&current theory results. The effects of add-
ing the current-current contribution are about 20%
violation of the 4I =-&- rule in the hyperon decays
and an order-of-magnitude larger value for the
width I'(K'-v'vo). These consequences are clearly
unacceptable.

With this fact in view we have adopted the phil-
osophy that the nonleptonic interaction Hamiltonian
is primarily octet-type and contains no significant
admixture of current-current terms. We are not
the first to suggest this; Marshak et al."have
already recorded this possibility. Some works
in the literature show that the suppression
of the b, I = & piece of the current-current contribu-
tion comes from strong-interaction dynamics
(e.g. , Mathur and Yen, Ref. 3). But this suppres-
sion alone is not enough to explain the observed
widths. As Salam' has noted, the ~I =& component
of current-current theory gives amplitudes which
are much lower than the observed ones. One needs
a mechanism for enhancing the ~I = & contribution.
The mechanism proposed in the present work can
be considered as the required enhancement term.

The model we are going to discuss is based on
chiral SU(3) x SU(3) symmetry. It can be trivially
extended to chiral SU(4) && SU(4) symmetry. This
extension will not affect the results presented
here. However, it will have interesting conse-
quences for the nonleptonic weak decays of
charmed mesons. The SU(4) version of this model
predicts the nonleptonic Hamiltonian to transform
as the 15 representation of SU(4), while the effec-
tive nonleptonic Hamiltonian generated by the cur-
rent-current interaction is known to have no com-
ponent transforming as the 15 representation.
Hence presence of a piece transforming as the 15
representation in the nonleptonic decays of

charmed mesons will be positive evidence in favor
of our model.

In this paper we generate the 4I = —; symmetric
nonleptonic vertex in a realistic model of strong
interactions of spin-0' and spin-1' mesons pro-
posed earlier by one of us (A.K.K.).~' (This
model is described in Sec. II. ) This is achieved by
adding to the strong-interaction Lagrangian terms
that violate strangeness when Higgs-Kibble scalar s
are allowed to develop nonzero vacuum expectation
values (VEV's). As only bilinear combinations of
Higgs-Kibble scalars couple to the hadrons, the
requirement of renormalizability guarantees octet
dominance for interactions of hadrons in the case
when Higgs-Kibble scalars are triplets of hadronic
SU(3)." By making a suitable choice for the VEV's
of the scalar fields it is possible to arrange that the
couplings involving only hadrons remain SU(2) in-
variant and conserve strangeness, the nonleptonic
interactions arising solely from the mixing of
various particles. The weak-interaction model is
discussed in Sec. III.

The weak-interaction Lagrangian thus generated
is used to study K-2m and K-3~ decays. Since
there is no AI= & term in the nonleptonic vertex,
the decay width for K'-~'m' is zero if we consider
weak interaction alone. An attempt is made to
study this decay by attributing it to the electromag-
netic effects. Parity-violating decays of baryons
are considered phenomenologically. We find it dif-
ficult to write the model with baryons as basic
fields, "so we assume the baryonic couplings to be
SU(3) invariant and we attribute the parity-violat-
ing parts in the amplitudes for hyperon decays to
the K~- and S~-pole terms. The K~-K~ mass dif-
ference is also evaluated as a second-order weak
effect.

Our results for K~ -2m and K-3m decay widths
agree with experiment. The predicted slope pa-
rameters for K- 37j decays are in rough agree-
ment with experiment as to their magnitude, but
have the wrong signs. However, this is a piece
of data that seems to violate the octet-dominance
hypothesis. For the K~-K~ mass difference our
numbers are of the correct order of magnitude.
Parity-violating baryonic decays are fitted within
20%%ug of the experimental values. This result is in con-
formity with the earlier current-algebra predictions
using K~ pole alone. " One place where our analysis
fails completely is the K' decay. Using a current-
algebra estimate of the electromagnetic mixing
given by Cicogna et al. ,

'~ we obtain the K' decay
width to be orders of magnitude smaller than the
experimental value. The electromagnetic mixing
alone is apparently not sufficient to explain the
K' decay.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we
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sketch the strong-interaction model and fit various
masses and parameters in the model. Section III
extends the strong model of Sec. II to the weak
case. In Sec. IV, parity-violating nonleptonic ef-
fects, viz. , K-2~ decay and s-wave baryonic de-
cays, are discussed. Section V deals with the
K-3m decays. The K~-K~ mass difference is cal-
culated in the same section. Finally, in Sec. VI,
we present a discussion of the model postulated in
this paper.

A,~XL, ~ XLk k

8
XR ~ XB,k

Further, the vector and the axial-vector fields
may be def ined as

8

8

II. THE STRONG-INTERACTION MODEL

%e start with the strong-interaction part of the
model proposed earlier by one of the authors. "
%e redevelop it here for the sake of completeness.

The model is written for scalar and pseudoscalar
(0') meson nonets with vector and axial-vector
(1') mesons as gauge fields. The full symmetry
group of the Lagrangian i.s

G-SU(3), 8SU{3)„eU(1),8U(1) e U(1), .
The SU(3)~8 SU(3)» is the usual chiral-symme-

try group of hadrons. The scalar and pseudoscalar
nonets u» and v» (k=0, 1, . . .8), respectively, are
assumed to transform as (3, 3*) and (3*,3) repre-
sentations of the chiral group. %e define

M = ' uk+iVk,
»W

re spectre ly.
Higgs Kibb-le fields Hig. gs-Kibble fields are

chosen to be 3 & 3 matrices C ~ z whose columns

C~ '~ (a =1, 2, 3) are triplets transforming as (3, 1)
and (1, 3), respectively, under SU(3)SSU(3).
Since 4 '"s are triplets with fractional charges in
general, and these are to be assigned nonzero
VEV's, we must redefine the charge and hyper-
charge operators if these are to be conserved. %e
define

Q =E3+ E8+Kq,
1
3

I'8+K~ .2

3
The new quantum numbers Kq, K~ are zero for
known hadrons. For Higgs-Kibble scalar fields,
however, we choose

which transforms as

g~kM'=exp +i & —Mexp -i
k 2 k

k=y k-"1

(2)
@g,R '

(3)
@'I.,R:

1K~=-3,
1K, =--, ,
2K~-+ 3,

2Kq= -3,
1

Kq + 3

1Kq-+3 .

The other pieces in G are U(1)», the symmetry
under the ninth vector transformation, and

U(1)», U(1)», the symmetry groups belonging to
Eqy Eyy

the new quantum numbers Kq, K~ that must be in-
troduced in order to obtain a suitable charge as-
signment for Higgs-Kibble scalars. Kq, K~ shall
be defined later in the text. The invariance of the
Lagrangian under the ninth axial-vector transfor-
mation is not insisted upon, because a. study of the
meson masses shows that the term (detM+ detMt)
which breaks the symmetry under this transforma-
tion must be added to the Lagrangian if the g mass
is to be explained satisfactorily.

Gauge fields. The whole group G with the excep-
tion of U(1)„and U(l)» is gauged. We do not

q F
need to gauge the subgroups U(1)„and U(1)» be-
cause we are not interested in the photon couplings.
The gauging requires introduction of 17 spin-1
fields. We choose X~ «, X"„'» (k =1 to 8) corre-
sponding to SU(3)NISI SU(3)s and V'„corresponding
to U(1)» . We define the matrices

This assignment makes the charges and hyper-
eharges of the diagonal elements of 4's zero.

The Lagrangian of the model is

I.=I ~+12+I 3,

where L, , is the Lagrangian of 0' fields, I, is the
Lagrangian of 1 fields and the Higgs-Kibble fields,
and I.s is the interaction Lagrangian of 0' fields
and the auxiliary Higgs-Kibble fields. These
pieces are written in detail below:

f,, =-» TrfD„M~D„M}——,i«0 Tr Pf ~M}

——,a(detM+detM~) —h Tr(M'MM 'M}

—c (Tr(M ~M})2,

where
D» =B„M—ig(X~M -MX );
l., = —,

' Tr{D„C',D.e,} —,'Tr(D. C', D„Cg

p(4~, Cs) ——,
' Tr@„„X~„+X„„X„„}

—,'(s„v„'s„v'„)',
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where

= a„@~—i gX~+g,—'Vo

(similar definitions hold for X„,D 4»);
I. = -Trg(C}~~MC»)}+H. c. ,

where' is the 3 xs matrix

0 0

A=~ 0 e, 0

0 0

Qf the auxiliary Higgs-Kibble scalars, the would-
be" Goldstone bosons are eliminated by the Higgs-
Kibble mechanism. " The masses of the remaining
4 fields are assumed to be very large, so that the
C and M mixing coming from L, can be ignored.
In this limit of taking the masses of the partners
of the would be Goldstone bosons to infinity, I.,
reproduces the Gell-Mann-Oakes-Henner" and
Glashow-Weinberg" type (3, 3*)s}(3*,3) symmetry
breaking. "

VEV's and consistency conditions. To generate
the masses of gauge fields and of the pseudoscalar
nonet, the following VEV's are given to the Higgs-
Kibble fields:

SPin-0 and sjin-1 mixings. When the Lagrangian
is written in terms of M' there is a mixing between
spin-1 and spin-0 fields arising from the
Tr(D, MtD M] term in the Lagrangian. This
mixing is of the type V„e„u and A„B v, and is re-
moved by defining new fields

V5 Vi Cv
$J (2.2)

The coefficients C are determined by ensuring that
there is no mixing bebveen the spin-0 and the new
spin-1 fields. This redefinition modifies the ki-
netic-energy terms for the spin-0 fields. The cor-
rect kinetic-energy expressions are restored by
renormalizing spin-0 fields as

g j./2

for i&0, 8,

and

S]= g, ~u~
S

for i =0 and 8.

f's are defined so that there is no mixing between
singlet and octet fields and the kinetic-energy ex-
pressions have the correct form.

Masses and Parameters. The vector and axial-
vector meson masses are

(fpp),
(C'~), = (C's), = 0 f, 0

&p p }}
As usual, new fields with zero VEV's are defined
such that

@I,B @L,B (@L,R) O ~

On neglecting the mixings between M and 4', i.e.,
on assuming the remaining 4 "s to be highly mas-
sive, we are left with only a linear term in M,
viz. , & Tr/A'(M+M ~)j, where A' is a new constant
matrix involving A and f 's. The presence of
linear terms in M indicates that M also has non-
zero VEV's. We set

p~ 0 0

(I}= I 0 p 0 ~—:p

0 0 p,j
Define M'=M —(M), such that (M'), =0. Equating
the linear terms in M' to zero, we get the consis-
tency conditions

p, 'p+ (d tp)p '+4bp'+4 T (p']p A'. (2.l)
In this model we do not consider the isospin-vio-
lating effects, so we set p, = p„e, = e„and f, =f, .

=gf}, +28'px p

m» = 2g (f~ +f3 )+ ag (pg+pp)

m„,'= 3 g'(f, '+2f.')+-'g'( p'+ 2p') ~

The mass matrix for the eight and zeroth mesons
ls

(m, ') =3( 2gf,
' a+'f.')(g./g)',

(m, ')„=4~2 (g'f, ' g'f, ')(g./Z-),

(m, ')., = 3 (g'f, ' 2g+'f, ')

The eigenvalues of this matrix give m„' and m~'.
The scalar- and pseudoscalar-meson masses are

m» =Z» (p +12bpq —Qpq),

my =Z» [p +4b(pg + pgpg+ p3 ) —Qpg],

mp =Zp(p +4bpg +Qpg),

m» =Z»[p, + 4b( pg —pgps+ p3 ) +Qpg],

p'= p.'+4c(2pi'+ p,');
and the renormalization constants are
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g s ~ I

1+ (P& —Ps

2

Z~= 1+
Jy

(pi+ ps)Sr=1+

The neutral-scalar-meson masses, m~„' and m~„,',
are obtained by diagonalizing the matrix;

(ms')88 =[p, ' —3 ap, (4 —&)+4bp, '(1+2&')
zs 2(1 g)2]

(ms )»=[/ +3ap~(2+~)+4hp~ (2+5 )

+ 8 cp 2(2 + g)2]

(ms )os = [24' (pg + pg) + 16c(2pg+ p3) —2a] .

Here & is (p, /p, ). The neutral-pseudoscalar-
meson masses are determined by simultaneously
diagonalizing the kinetic-energy matrix K and the
mass matrix:

(IC)„=1—2g'p, '(1+2&)'/9m„2,

(E)„=1 —4g'p, '(1 —&)'/9m„',

(Ic)„=-2 Wag'p, '(1 —&)(1+2&)/9m„2,

(mp')„=[p'+ —,'ap, (4- &)+ ,'bp, '(1+—2&')],

(m, ')»=lu' ~ap, (2+~) '+&p, '(2+~')],

(m ')„= ap, (1 —5)+ g p, '(1 —5')P 08 3~2 j. Bq 2
1

Inputs The param. eters gf„gf„gp, are fixed by
taking m„mr~, and m„(1100 MeV) as inputs.

g, /g is fixed by using (m„'+m~') as input. p, ', b, a
are fixed by taking m„mr, and (m„~+mxo ) as in-
puts. & =p, /p, is varied over a suitable range. The
best values are obtained for 5= 1/0.80. g is fixed

from the %*Km width.
All masses come out to be in very good agree-

ment with experimental numbers. The predicted
masses and their experimental values are tabu-
lated in Table I.

III. THE WEAK-INTERACTION MODEL

In extending the strong-interaction model of Sec.
II to weak interactions, we have two objectives in
mind. First, we want to obtain mixings between
various particles, so as to generate an "octet-
dominant" nonleptonic vertex. Second, we do not
want this mixing to break the SU(2) invariance of
the strong couplings involving only hadrons; i.e.,
we want to keep the SU(2)-invariant strong vertices
of Sec. II intact. ' The first of our objectives can
be met by any one of the following prescriptions.

(i) Add additional terms in I, that violate total
Y as defined by us.2O These are the terms like
4~

'~INCR

', etc. All of these terms can be in-
cluded by redefining the constant matrix A as

0 0

A= 0 E2

(0 a f)
(ii} Make the VEV's nonzero for even those 4's for

which total V as defined by us is not zero, viz. ,

0 0)
(4,),=(C'), = 0 f, f, i.

(Of, fj
It is easy to see that either of the above pre-

scriptions will generate a strangeness-violating
weak vertex. Since only bilinear combinations of
Higgs-Kibble scalars couple to the hadrons, and
our Higgs-Kibble scalars are only triplets under
SU(2), octet dominance of the weak vertex is
guaranteed in the second case. However, on car-
rying out any one of the above prescriptions we

TABLE I. Meson Inasses in MeV. Experimental values for m„m&, (mq +m+{) ) mp

(m„+m& ), and mz& are used as input to fix various parameters. Experimental values are taken
from Ref.

Predicted
value

Experimental
value

Predicted
value

Exper imental
value

'ft

Tl'

8»

~ac

Sq

Sq.

140
494

958
979

1019
1050
718

140
494
548.8
957.6
976 +10

1100
993 +5

-700

P
z*

Ag

K~
Ag

770
892
795

1010
1100
1252
1304

770 +10
892.2
782.7

1019.7
1100
1242 +10
1286 +10
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shall end up with terms linear in ue and v, and we
shall be forced to assign nondiagonal VEV's to M.
This will defeat our second objective of keeping
the hadron vertices intact. %'e must demand that
coefficients of u, and v, remain zero when we gen-
erate weak mixings. This can be done in accor-
dance with the consistency condition (2.1) only it
we execute both the prescriptions detailed above
simultaneously. Thus we change both A. and 4 as
indicated, and assume f4,fs « fs, fs,fs and e4, ts

This assumption is only a statement
of the fact that the weak mixings are much weaker
than the strong couplings.

The nonleptonic Lagrangian that we obtain is
depicted below. The parity-conserving part is

this parameter and current-algebra estimate of
the strength of electromagnetic coupling. Parity-
violating baryonic decays are also discussed.

r(rC"- v'v') = ' ~m I'
8m'm~ 2

(4.1)

Here, mz is the mass of the decaying kaon.

. is the center-of-mass momentum of the final
particles given by

The decay width for the two-meson decay process
ls given by

I NL 1gs(fI+f4)

"6[i,.~r. +(l'ss. +i' ss)i'r.

+A,„Ar„+(A„„+A„„)Ar„]+H.c.
and the parity-violating part is

and m is the 8-matrix element defined by

(4.2)

I NL Lgs(ft fe)

"6[)',.Ar. + (i'ss. + 1'ss. )A».

+A „Vr„+(Asi„+Ass )Vr„]+H.c. ,
where

S=(0, 1),
Vz'

Vp= Vp'v, V~ =

(4.3)

The graphs contibuting to E decay are drawn in
Fig. 1. Of these the contribution of p-pole graph
is zero. Qf the other graphs a typical matrix ele-
ment is transcribed below:

(v~s~sss~K)=-,'gs[ss ~s] g» g g &~s

g V V g V 2V,
g&3 v6' " g W3 v6

Ap=Ap 7' A~=

A.a 2A,
xx ~6 ~ ss ~6

and

f'= '(f.f.+f f.), a-nd f"=.(fZ+f.f.)-
The V„and A„are to be expressed in terms of
physical fields through Eqs. (2.2).

%e may remark here that having fixed all the
strong parameters from masses in Sec. II, we here
encounter only two unknown parameters, i.e.,

g",."..=(f'+f") andg", .',.=(f'-f ),
one each for the parity-conserving and parity-vio-
lating parts. %e fix these by introducing one
E~~-2w width and one K- Sm width as inputs.

IV. PARITY-VIOLATING EFFECTS

In this section, first we discuss Ez 2m' decays.
One of the neutral kaon decay widths is used to fit
the parity-violating nonleptonic parameter in the
model, viz. , g"„, . K' decay is calculated using

(4.4)

Equation (4.4) is the matrix element for the K~-
pole contribution. In this equation C„Z, are the
renormalization constants introduced in Sec. II.
g~+~, 's are strong coupling constants. v's are
Pauli spin matrices. The widths I'(Kss- v'v ) and
I'(Kss -2v') are related by a factor ot 2. We have
the relation

r(K, -7r'v-) =-,'1'(Ks -2v'),
which follows from the b,I= & rule.

The 4I = ~ rule, built into the model, prohibits
all of the diagrams in Fig. 1 from contributing to

1r
0K, SK

FIG. 1. Feynman graphs contributing to the bvo-pion
decay of neutral kaon. 0 denotes weak parity-violating
vertex.
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K' decay. As can be readily seen from (4.4) the
isospin factor is zero for E"-=K'. Since we do not
introduce any current& current term in the model,
only violations of 4I= & can arise from the electro-
magnetic mixing.

%e assume electromagnetic mixing of mo to be of
the type g' ops . The graphs that contribute to
K' decay are shown in Fig. 2(a). The graphs of
Fig. 2(b) are proportional to the v'-m' mass differ-
ence and are taken into account by using the ex-
perimental value of m,.—m, o and using estimates
of other (strong) vertices from the model. On

evaluation of the matrix element with g'„, =0.79
x 10'/v3 (Ref. 14) we obtain

'; =I/17000,

which is to be compared with the experimental
number 1/670. In the context of our model elec-
tromagnetic effects do not seem to be sufficient
to account for the K'- m'm' decay.

C. Baryon decays

Since it is not feasible to start with baryons as
the basic fields in the model (see Ref. 13), we
treat their decays phenomenologically. %'e assume
SU(3) invariance of the baronic couplings. The
coupling of the vector mesons to the baryons is of
the form"

(4.6)

B stands for baryon field. g is the strong coupling

4 o
SK, K

Tr(a(77fa, S],)+F{IT[S,a] )], {4.V)

where D and I' are fixed from experimental scalar-
meson coupling strengths.

The baryon decays then proceed through E* and

S~ poles. The graphs contributing to the decay
processes are shown in Fig. 3. In these the
S~-m, K~-n' couplings are the nonleptonic couplings
already evaluated in Sec. IVA.

Gn evaluating the decay amplitudes, we observe
(Table II) that the Sr-pole contribution is negligible
compared to the A~-pole contribution. There is
some ambiguity as to the experimental values of
scalar-meson couplings. But none of the available
values raises the S~-pole contribution to any signi-
ficant level. The models ascribing the S~ pole an
important role are thus not favored by our anal-
ysis.

The total predicted amplitudes of baryon decays
are systematically lower than the experimental
value by about 20%.

At this point one can try to estimate the effect
of the current-current contribution. %e have done
this in context of the Bars, Halpern, and Yoshi-
mura model. ' There is no new contribution to
A~ -2mo decay coming from the current-current
interaction. So the parameter g",~, which was
fixed from I"(Kz -2v') remains unchanged. The
ratio I'(K~ -m'v )/I'{K~ -2w) changes to 0.73.
This in itself is not very far off from the experi-
mental value 0.69. However, the width I'(K'
-m'w') comes out approximately ten times larger
than the experimental value. For the baryon de-
cays there is about 20% violation of the 4I= &

rule. These results are clearly unacceptable. One
can, at best, only add the ~I=& part of the cur-

constant already described in the case of mesons.
Use of the same strong coupling constant as used
in the case of mesons is justified on the basis of
the conservation of vector charge. For the K*
pole, Eg. (4.5) becomes

(4.6)

The coupling of scalar mesons to baryons is as-
sumed to be

K
4+ + Yf'+

FIG. 2. Feynman graphs showing contributions to
X' n'

m
0 decay. Graphs in Fig. 2(a) are proportional

to the g-m mixing and those in Fig. 2(b) are proportion-
al to r'-&0 mass difference.

FIG. 3. Feynman graph giving rise to z-wave baryonic
decays.
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rent-current interaction, assuming the AI = ~ part
to be suppressed by the strong-interaction dynam-
ics. However, this is a small correction. ' We
are ignoring it in our further analysis.

lsK ti 7T A&, 7f'

p, sg, sg

V. PARITY-CONSERVING EFFECTS

In this section decay widths and slope parame-
ters for the 3m decays of kaon and the K~-Ks mass
difference are calculated. KI

KA

A. K~3m decay width

We consider the three-pion decay

K (k)-w, (p,)+», (p, )+»,(p, ) . (5.1)

KA, K p, S&S' 0
K , SK

s= —(k-p, ) =m» +m, —2(u, 'm»,

t =-(k -p, }2=m»2+m, 2 —2(o, 'm»,

u =-(k -p, )'=m»'+m, '
2&v, m».

In terms of the S-matrix element of the process
(5.1) the amplitude A(s, t, u) is defined as

(5.2}

(»,»,», ~S ~Z.}=t (2»)'5'(k —p. p, -p, )(1/2»)8

x( ),~2A(s, t, u) . (5.3)
1

The decay width for the K-3w process is then
written as"

The graphs contributing to this process are drawn
in Fig. 4. The amplitude A of the process is
written as a function of Mandlestam's variables
s, t, u defined as

S„, K P

FIG. 4. Feynman graphs contributing to K 3~ decay.
(3 denotes parity-conserving weak vertex.

and ~, are the solutions of the quadratic equation

X(o + Y(o+Z=0,

where

X = 4[((u, —m»)'+ (o,'+ m, '],
Y =4 ((uq —m»)Q,

Z =Q'+ 4m, '((u, ' —m, '},
and

rg —,w, )=~, d J a, ~A/,
w mg

b
Q

where

m»' + m, —(m, + m, )
b 'a 'c

(d IhctX 2m K

Q =m —M +tPl +7+i —2Wgb .g

IsosPtn structure of A(s, t, u). Since we have the
4I= & rule, the final pions can be only in the I=0
or I=1 state. The I =0 state is not relevant to K~
and K' decays. '~ So the final pions must be in the
I=1 state and the amplitude for the process K- reap, can be written in terms of only one ampli-
tude f(s, t, u) as follows:

TABLE II. The s-wave baryon decay parameters. g~", is fitted from the K 2n width. All
amplitudes are dimensionless numbers. The definition of the s-wave amplitudes and the ex-
perimental values are taken from Ref. 1. Our sign convention is the same as the one followed
in Ref. 13. InputBBS couplings areNNS*=7. 9 MeV and NNS =1.0 MeV [G. Ebel et al. , Nucl.
Phys. B33, 317 (1971)].

Process
K*-pole

contribution
S&-pole

contribution
Total amplitude

(predicted)
Total amplitude
(experimental)

A'-p~-
A7('

Z' nr
Z —nr
Z'-P7r'

1.13
-1.30

0.00
1.31

-0.93

0.01
—0.02

0.00
0.02

-0.01

1.14
1032
0.00
1.33

-0.94

1.48
2.04
0.06
1.93

-1.48
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A (E -m, s,s, ) = (—,')'~'(A 7.), K

A (s, t, u) =f(s, t, u) (m, s,)m, +f(s, u, t) {7, m, )m,

KL ~~ q A, , AB
S

p c. p. c

KL

+ f(t, s, u)(f, '7r, )m, . (5.4}

Deflnlng functions F g Rnd E~, symmetric Rnd antl-
symmetric, respectively, under interchange of
77

~
'tl'~y W~y VlZ.

y

Fs=-,'[f(s, t, u)+f(s, u, t)+ f(t, s, u)],
(5 5)

F„=s[2f(s, t, u) f(s, u—, t) f(t, s—, u)];

the amplitudes for the four K-decRy processes can
be expx'essed Rs

W(tf'- s'~-s') =~(2E, -E„),

a (tc'- ~'~'~') =—{E,+E„),

X(IC, w's-'~-) = (E,-+E„),
(5.6)

A (tf - sr') = -—(3E ) .
v6

On integrating over the whole phase space the in-
terference of I's Rnd F„vanishes for K'-m'm"m+

3g 0 It j s small Rpproxj mately
for K+- m'7t ohio and K~ —m'm ~o. The contribution of
E„ to the decay rates is of the order of 1%. The
widths are calculated by performing phase-space
integrals separately for each process, taking into
account the availabl phase space. The parame-
ter g,"L is fixed from one of the decay widths. As
displayed in Table III, all decay widths are in

good agreement with experiment. 8'e emPhasjze
that the correct prediction of the branching ratios
is a success of the model beyond the consequences
of the b, l= 2 rute atone. As is obvious from (5.6),
the aI= 2 rule does not relate all the amplitudes
with one another. "

B. Slope parameters

The slope parameter, o of Dalitz plot, is defined
through a linear expansion of the amplitude A in
the variable t as

&=X(0} I+, (t —t,)2m, '

TABLE III. E—3m' decay widths in MeV. Experimental
values are taken, from Ref. 1.

KL KL

FIG. 5. Ez self-energy graphs.

C. KL -K$ mass difference

We compute the K~-Ks mass difference by con-
sidering it as a second-order weak effect, and

using the weak coupling constants evaluated in
Secs. IV and VA.

The K~-Ks mass difference can be written as

where (C E)z and (C E)s are self-energies of Z~
and Ks arising due to second-order weak process-
es. As is well known, only pole-term contribu-

TABLE IV. Slope parameters for the E 3m decays.
Experimental values are taken from Ref. 1.

where to=~ mr'+m, '= (so=uo) is the symmetric
point s=u=t= —,(mx'+3m, ), and A(0) is the ampli-
tude at this point. We compute the slope
parameter by differentiating A with xespect to t
at t = I;,. Though the model gives excellent results
for total widths, the situation in the case of slope
parameter is not encouraging. We obtain values
correct in order of magnitude, but wrong in sign.
(Table IV). It must be emphasized here that the
slope-parameter prediction is independent of the
strength of weak vertex assumed. In the present
model, the slope parameter depends only on the
structure of the weak nonleptonic vertex and the
strong vertices. The situation is not entirely hope-
less since, in principle, one can add terms of
form

(c,""MM'4,"'+L, —ft),

which satisfy all requirements we have imposed
on the model (see Sec. III). This means one extra
parameter in the model which can be used to fit
the slope parameter. However, we will not dis-
cuss this possibility any more.

Predicted decay
width

0.9205 x i0-"
0.282 x i0 '4

0.152 x i 0-'4

0.287 x $0-'4

Experimental decay
width

0.9205 x 10 ~5 (input}
0.2974 x i 0-'4

0.$5$2 x $0-'4

0.2707 x $0 '4

Process
Predicted slope

parameter

—0.27
0.$35

-0.27

Experimental slope
parameter

0.52
-0.2i3

0.6 i
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tions to the self-energy are important". In case
of K8, the only pole terms consistent with CP in-
variance are S~ and S„poles. However, in our
model there is no K-S,O or K-S, coupling. Hence,
all the mass difference arises due to K~ self-en-
ergy terms. The graphs contributing to this self-
energy are depicted in Fig. 5. On computing all
the graphs we obtain 4m=3 X10" sec ', which
is of the same order of magnitude as the experi-
mental value 0.5398 && 10" sec ' (see Ref. 1), and
has the correct sign.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have developed a realistic, fully gauge-in-
variant model for the nonleptonic weak decays.
Treating the AI= & rule as a basic symmetry of
the nonleptonic decays we have arranged the non-
leptonic vertex in the model to be of explicitly
octet type. We have tried to reproduce most of the
available information about the nonleptonic de-
cays from the model. In this we have been modest-
ly successful. While the two-pion decays of the
neutral kaon, s-wave baryonic decays, parity-
conserving kaon decays, and K~-Ks mass differ-
ence are explained reasonably well by the model,
it fails to explain the data on K'-m'm' decay.

One aspect of the nonleptonic decays that we have
completely neglected is the p-wave baryonic de-
cays. A phenomenological treatment of these de-
cays, on the lines of the s-wave decays, would
have required computing complicated loop dia-
grams with baryon poles (Fig. 6). This is, per-
haps, stretching the phenomenology too far. An
explanation of these decays must await the develop-
ment of a gauge-invariant model with baryons as
basic fields.

We may remark here that the fit of the theory
with the experimental information. can be improved
by adding the b,I = & part of the current&&current
interaction to the interaction proposed in this
model. In the case of baryon decays, a fit along
these lines has already been tried by some au-

B B

FIG. 6. A typical Feynman diagram for the B B' w

parity-conserving (p-wave) amplitude.
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